D & T TastEd Year 4 Lesson 4

Ripe, Unripe and
Overripe
Learning Objectives
Duration: 45 minutes - 1 hour
The focus of this lesson is to use our sense of smell to explore the way that fruit (in this case, bananas)
can smell different depending on how ripe it is. Children will also use carrot and cinnamon to explore the
connection between smell and flavour. Children explore which ripeness of banana they like the best.
Children use speech and writing to describe their experiences.

Resources
Equipment: Colander, chopping board, knife, a reusable plate for each child, teaspoon, a few table knives
Ground cinnamon
Carrots (enough for a stick for each child)
Bananas: an assortment of green, under-ripe ones, yellow ripe ones and brown over-ripe ones
Ideally, you may need to do start preparing this lesson a week ahead so that you can get the brown
bananas.
Preparation: Peel the carrots, slice into sticks and store in a food container. Bring in the bananas and
tableknives and plates. You will be slicing the bananas immediately before people eat them, otherwise
they would go too brown. Before you start, make sure the children wash their hands.

Lesson Outline
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2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Today we are learning to explore food with our senses and describe what we see, hear, touch, smell or
taste. This is called TastEd.
Recap: ask the class ‘can anyone tell me what the five senses are?’ See, touch, hear, smell and taste.
For each sense ask the children which part of the body they use.
Explain the two golden rules of TastEd: NO ONE HAS TO TRY, NO ONE HAS TO LIKE anything.
Explain to the children that they are allowed to say they don’t like something so long as they try to
explain why. ‘I don’t like it because…’ Also explain that for anyone who doesn’t want to taste at the
end, it’s O.K. to smell or lick the food instead.
We start with a question. When we taste food, which part of our body senses the flavour?
Most people think that flavour is all about the mouth. But actually, the nose is even more important.
Flavour is a combination of taste in the mouth and smell in the nose.
Today, we are focusing on our sense of smell. We are going to do a couple of experiments to
investigate how important our noses are for enjoying food.
To taste food or to touch it, we need to be up close. But smell and sight work at a distance.
When we walk in the kitchen, our noses can tell straight away if someone has squeezed an orange. Ask
children for more examples.

6. When we smell a lemon, how do we know it is lemon and not orange? It is because we have smelled
it before. Humans can recognise and remember the difference between thousands of smells.
Every time we eat a meal, we are like sniffer dogs, detecting the difference between different
smells.
7. Most of what we call ‘flavour’ is really smell. We are going to do an experiment to test this.
8. Here is some carrot and some ground cinnamon. Demonstrate to the children what happens when
you try a piece of carrot dipped in cinnamon with your nose pinched. You can hardly taste
anything! Try to make dramatic facial expressions to bring home how much the taste experience
change when you unpinch your nose. Now let the children try.
9. Can you write down how different the carrot and cinnamon tasted with your nose pinched and
unpinched?
10. Now for experiment number two. We are going to see if smell can tell us whether fruit is ripe or
not. Who likes green bananas, who likes yellow one sand who likes brown ones? Can you say why?
Some children will have strong views for and against ripe bananas.
11. Bananas are now the tenth most popular food in the whole world. The bananas we eat in Britain
do not grow here. They travel many miles to reach us from Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador and the
Dominican Republic, among other countries. They are harvested green and very un-ripe so that
they can remain undamaged during the weeks it will take for them to reach us. Over time, they
turn from green to yellow to brown.
12. Working in pairs, you are going to take some ripe banana, some brown over ripe banana and some
green under ripe banana. Encourage the children to peel and slice the different bananas using
table knives and to help you hand it out. Ask your partner to close their eyes. Can you tell by
smell alone which banana it is?
13. Now you can taste some banana. Does it taste the same way that it smells? Which did you like
the best? Write down your observations. ‘I did not like the brown banana because it smelled
sickly’. ‘The green banana smelled fresh, like grass’. ‘The ripest banana smelled the sweetest and
it also tasted the sweetest’.
14. What did we learn about smell and flavour? Did anyone try any new foods today?

Spelling links for Year 4 words
notice, surprise, extreme, describe, remember, different, fruit, important, experience

Word Bank for Smell and Bananas
Adjectives: fruity, ripe, unripe, rich, perfumed, sickly, sweet
Similes: like freshly cut grass, like banana bread, like banana candy, like brown sugar

Success Criteria
•
•
•

Children can use their sense of smell and speech and writing to describe different bananas
Children can explore whether the smell of a food corresponds with its taste.
Children can talk about which foods they prefer and understand that not everyone has the same
tastes.

Curriculum Links
D and T Cooking and Nutrition
understand seasonality, and know where and how a variety of ingredients are grown, reared, caught
and processed
understand and apply the principles of a healthy and varied diet
Learn to use ‘ a range of cooking techniques’: peeling and slicing bananas.
Science
using results to draw simple conclusions, make predictions for new values, suggest improvements and
raise further questions

School Kitchen
Link to choosing bananas at snack time or as part of school lunch; link to a conversation about smells in
the school dining room. Do students feel that the room smells good? If not, how could it smell better?

Background Facts for Teachers
The word for the kind of smelling we do when we eat is ‘retronasal’ olfaction. When we chew and swallow
we smell food backwards, while breathing out. The normal kind of smelling is called ‘orthonasal olfaction’.
There are more than 1000 varieties of bananas but almost all of the bananas in our shops are a single
variety called the Cavendish which is a sweet and seedless variety.
Bananas are especially high in an important mineral called potassium and also contain vitamin C and vitamin
B6.

Further Activity – Instant Banana Sorbet or Banana Smoothie

This lesson can be a great opportunity to talk about food waste. Over-ripe bananas are some of the most
wasted foods in the kitchen. But they can be delicious if you find a good use for them.
Instant banana sorbet is a delicious dessert with no added sugar if you have access to a freezer and a
powerful food processor or blender. The day before, get the children to help peeling and slicing the
bananas – half to one banana per person – and put them in a plastic food container in the freezer.
The day of the lesson, simply take the frozen banana slices and put them in the food processor. Blend
until smooth.
Serve scoops of the sorbet and add coconut shavings, dried fruits, seeds or fresh berries to taste.
Or banana smoothie is so simple if you only have a hand held blender.
For 2-3 people (scale up depending on the number of children you are working with): one banana and 250ml
milk (any kind – regular cow’s milk, oat milk etc.)
A pinch of cinnamon
A spoonful of whole yoghurt (optional)
1 tsp honey (optional)
Let the children peel and slice the bananas.
Whizz until smooth. Add more milk if you want a thinner texture. Pour into glasses.
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